
It’s All About Our Family
(A 5-point conversational prophetic message recorded on the 5th June 2021)

Question: What’s on your heart, Lord? 

Message

“(1) My heart is ‘breaking’ – not in reality, that’s just an expression. I’ve been calling my people to myself, like a
hen calls her chickens, but they’re not responding. Their hearts are not towards me. They don’t see me as their
source, as their protection, as their oversight, as their lover, as their best friend. And never as their “mate”1, the
person they trust the most and love to be with, to ‘hang out’ with. It’s all too complicated [for them]2, when it’s so
simple. I just want to be with them, to connect with them, to commune with them. 

(2) We’re family, but they don’t get it. They think it’s a religion. That’s paganism – an attempt to mimic what the
reality is. I created the reality when I created the first beings, Adam and his wife, to be in close communication,
close relationship with me. Father and I created the natural realm for them, the whole universe was made for
them. It was our pleasure to do that, but we created them for relationship, which turned out 3 to be about fear and
dread. That was never our intention.

Right back at the beginning, it was a love work that caused creation to come into existence in the natural realm.
We wanted to share the love relationship that we have together, as a bigger expression of it. You know the rest.
They submitted to the enemy, and as such, they were unsuited to be in our presence. So they were placed outside
of that, in a ‘fallen’ world. 

The work that I did on the cross, and with my resurrection, was a mechanism to bring them back into family, and
to cancel the effects of The Fall. I made everything obsolete, and I allowed humanity to be spiritually reborn, so
the effects of The Fall were cancelled and so they could come back into our family, to be in the place of our
original intention. Unfortunately (and it’s a big pity), religion has clouded this and hidden this love relationship,
this family arrangement and it’s all about works of one form or another. It’s sad, but there it is.

The ‘door’s always open’ for my people to come in and ‘hang out’ together. To become part of our team to see the
transformation of the natural realm, to see it transformed back to it’s pristine place and state.

(3) The Bridal Feast, the bridal relationship, exists at this very present time. Few have discovered it because it’s
been put off to some time in the future by their eschatology. But it’s here, right now. This joy that my people are
looking forward to, sometime in the future, or when they die, can be experienced now – it’s available right now. 

(4) I want to herald this, trumpet this message: There’s nothing more important for us than our relationship with
you. It’s more important than the expansion of the Kingdom. It’s more important than The Restoration of All
Things. Our heart is to have a heart-to-heart relationship of love and communion with our people. 

So I send the call out again: Put aside all your activities and works that you think that I want done, and focus on
just being with me. Holy Spirit has released the ability for my people to come into my presence, so use that as a
starting point. Spend more time coming into my presence and being with me, enjoying me and allowing me to
pour my love into you and to speak to you. In that place you’ll draw life from me. I’ll sustain you and refresh you.
From that place you’ll learn to come into my presence at any time and eventually to live in my presence. 

(5) Many in the past have abandoned the world and lived monastically so they could spend that time with me. But
because it’s a spirit-to-Spirit time, it can be [easily]4 done 24/7, it’s just a matter of practising it so it becomes the
reality for you. You’ll need to practise it because your natural life is what consumes you at the moment. Added on
top of that is religious activity, but to move past that, you’ll need to start with a ‘seed’ that will grow. That ‘seed’ is
just coming into my presence. Whatever it takes to come into my presence, so that you abandon yourself, do it.
Whether it’s soaking, worshipping, walking in the ‘bush’5, whatever. Start, because your life will change forever,
and you’ll realise that this is the right place to be. You’ll also realise that you’ve wasted so much time and you’ve
missed out.

Again, ‘the door is open’, so come in, it’s all free. You’re family, don’t be a stranger. Hang out with us. Out of that

1 – An Australian colloquial expression for a man’s best friend.
2 – Added so the sentence coveys what was meant to be read.   [LDS]
3 – After The Fall
4 – Added so the sentence coveys what was meant to be read.   [LDS]
5 – The Australian term for the countryside with trees.
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connection with us, that time with us, we’ll inform you of what you need to do. We’ll be able to plan with you –
your days, your weeks, your years, your life, your future. The invitation is there. Take it up.”

Laurence Smart
Distributor for Canberra Company of Prophets

Previous messages are here: LINK 

 

[Any anomalies in the transcription of the audio recording into text have been remedied in the production of this document]
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